
False Flag Events
15 WAYS TO DETECT A FALSE-FLAG OPERATION



Defining a False Flag Event

A False-Flag Event is a government-sanctioned 
“off the books” operation designed to create 
a situation where they create a disastrous 
event, but find a way to blame a third-party 
“patsy” for causing the disastrous event! This 
event is always done to advance a specific 
political agenda.



The 15 Elements of a False-Flag Event

Journalists have identified fifteen common
elements found in “false flag” events.

On August 31, 1939, SS Adjutant Reinhold 
Heydrich ordered his SS men to don Polish 
uniforms and attack a German Radio Station. 



Operation Tannenburg
 The SS, wearing Polish Army uniforms 

attacked a German Radio Station in 
the town of Gleiwitz (now Gliwice).

 A German, known to be a Polish 
sympathizer (Fraz Honiok), arrived at 
the station in a Gestapo staff car. He 
was “shot” as the first casualty of 
World War II. 

 The SS men took over the radio station 
and made anti-German statements 
on the air for several hours.



Nuremburg Trial Testimony

 “All is prepared – except a pretext for war. What the Fuehrer 
needs, we will supply… We are going to create the cause 
for this war! … We will begin the Polish campaign without a 
formal declaration of war, with a counterattack, telling the 
world that it was the Poles who fired the first shot. But telling it 
isn’t enough. Practical proof is needed, hard clues 
Goebbels can show to the foreign press.”

Testimony of Alfred Naujocks, SS Officer



Dr. Joseph Goebbels’ “Evidence”
 Dr. Goebbels personally paraded the foreign press out to the 

scene of the attack to decry “Polish Imperialism.”
 The Nazis used this and other events to start this war.
 The Germans made it look like the Polish Army took over the

Radio Station and made politically-motivated broadcasts.



Political Agenda for Operation Tannenberg

“The Polish State has refused the peaceful settlement of relations 
which I desired… Germans in Poland are persecuted with bloody 
terror and driven from their houses. A series of violations of the 
frontier, intolerable to a great Power, prove that Poland is no 
longer willing to respect the frontier of the Reich. In order to put 
an end to this lunacy, I have no other choice than to meet force 
with force…”

Adolf Hitler, September 1, 1939
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False Flag Events 
 
The False Flag Formula – 15 Ways to Detect a False Flag Operation 

Website: http://freedom-articles.toolsforfreedom.com/false-flag-formula-15-ways-to-detect/ 
 
By Makia Freeman | The Freedom Articles 

A false flag formula is becoming readily apparent in the face of so many mass shootings and 
bombings in the US. The phenomenon has become so commonplace in the last 3 years that it’s 
becoming more American than apple pie. According to ShootingTracker.com, there have been 353 
mass shootings in the USA for 2015 so far. However, as scary as that number is, the good news is 
that you don’t have to be afraid of them like you may think. A very large number of them – and all 
of them with any mass media significance and attention – are false flag staged terror events. 

Some have real victims, some do not, but either way, the most criminal of all institutions – the 
Government – is the orchestrating force behind them. They are scripted, pre-planned operations 
which are definitely not the result of random gun violence. Just as Obama stated (by hiding the truth 
in plain sight), there is a pattern behind these mass shootings. The Controllers are following a 
definite false flag formula. Below is a list of the top 15 elements of this formula, which you can now 
use to detect a false flag operation as it occurs: 

False Flag Formula #1: Drill at the Same or Nearby Time and Place 
The exercise or drill – at the same time, at the same place – has become the sine non qua or 

indispensable element of the recent false flag operation. Sometimes there are slight variations on this 
when the Government plans a drill nearby (a few miles away) rather than at the exact place, or plans 
a drill earlier on in the day, so it can just coincidentally “go live”. There was a twist in the case of the 
recent San Bernardino shooting: The Government planned regular drills in the building where the 
shooting took place every month! (Think about it – what are the chances of a real mass shooting 
occurring in a building used for mass shooting drills?) 

As Captain Eric H. May, a former US Army military intelligence officer, stated: 

The easiest way to carry out a false flag attack is by setting up a military 
exercise that simulates the very attack you want to carry out. 

False-flag-formula-pattern-Obama As Obama revealed, there is a 
“pattern” to all this – the false flag formula. 

http://freedom-articles.toolsforfreedom.com/false-flag-formula-15-ways-to-detect/
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In the case of 9/11, there were no less than 46 drills occurring simultaneously during the event, 
according to Webster Tarpley, author of Synthetic Terror: Made in USA. In the case of the London 7/7 
bombings, Peter Power admitted on radio that he was leading a team who were training for that 
exact scenario when it unfolded! There were active shooter drills in all of the false flag attacks of 
Sandy Hook, Boston Marathon, Charleston, San Bernardino, the Norway attack, the Second Paris 
attack of 2015 and many, many, more. 

What’s the point of having a drill at the same time and place? Here are a few of its purposes: 
1. Distract and remove key personnel who would otherwise be at the scene to contain and 

investigate it; 
2. Confuse other personnel who will treat the whole event in a different way if they think 

it is a drill rather than a real event; 
3. Slow down, reduce or eliminate an effective response, especially of police and other law 

enforcement, given the removal and confusion of personnel; 
4. Distract and confuse witnesses, the media and the public in general; 
5. Provide a great cover and period of lower defenses and security to carry out an attack, 

which would otherwise be difficult or impossible if defenses were at their usual or 
optimal operating level. 

False Flag Formula #2: Foreknowledge 
Another way you can tell that a mass shooting is a false flag op is if you find proof of 

foreknowledge of the event. As it so happens, all of the notorious and publicized mass attacks of 
late have had evidence of foreknowledge. Going way back in time, there was foreknowledge of the 
Pearl Harbor attack of 1941 that got the US into World War II. There were many aspects of 
foreknowledge on 9/11, including the BBC reporting World Trade Center Building Seven (WTC7) 
falling before it actually did and mysterious calls to people like author Salman Rushdie and San 
Francisco Mayor Willie Brown advising them not to fly to NYC on Sept. 11th. Sandy Hook had 
blatant foreknowledge (with various webpages put up days before the event), as did the Boston 
Marathon. 

(Also, President Nixon is alleged to have been advised not to fly Flight 007 to Korea 
September 1, 1983. It is said he had been scheduled to sit in the seat next to Rep. Larry McDonald. 
During that time period, my, Major Tom Baird retired, former job as the Executive Officer (XO) to 
the Fort Richardson Post Commander required me to review military intelligence traffic for the Post 
Commander. Although, at the time of KLM Flight 007, I was no longer reviewing the intelligence 
data, we senior military personnel discussed the details of the flight. It was evident to us, that there 
was great suspicion of KLM Flight 007’s inertia navigation system being sabotaged based on the 
navigation track profile taking it so consistently far off course resulting in KLM flight 007 flying into 
Soviet airspace and over Soviet sovereign land resulting in the flight being shot down. This appears 
to be an assassination of Rep. McDonald covered up by a possible intelligence community, other 
government agency, or government department false flag.) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q41nZpGTm74
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKvkhe3rqtc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKvkhe3rqtc
http://freedom-articles.toolsforfreedom.com/sandy-hook-conspiracy-shooting-drill/
http://www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/shock-report-police-were-engaged-in-active-shooter-drill-just-before-san-bernardino-massacre_12022015
http://www.localterror.com/false-flag-charleston-shooting-happened-during-federal-active-shooter-drill/
http://freedom-articles.toolsforfreedom.com/san-bernardino-mass-shooting-shooter-drill/
http://www.infowars.com/norwegian-police-confirm-drill-identical-to-breiviks-attack/
http://freedom-articles.toolsforfreedom.com/paris-shooting-10-signs-false-flag/
http://freedom-articles.toolsforfreedom.com/paris-shooting-10-signs-false-flag/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7-QDfq4opU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7-QDfq4opU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mxFRigYD3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mxFRigYD3s
http://freedom-articles.toolsforfreedom.com/sandy-hook-3rd-anniversary-hoodwinked/
http://freedom-articles.toolsforfreedom.com/sandy-hook-3rd-anniversary-hoodwinked/
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2013/04/19/mossad-boston/
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2013/04/19/mossad-boston/
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False Flag Formula #3: Eyewitnesses Have Conflicting Accounts 
You can also spot a likely false flag operation when you see or hear of multiple conflicting 

witness accounts. In the case of the Aurora Colorado “Batman” mass shooting, eyewitnesses 
claimed they saw an entire team of shooters, rather than the single shooter James Holmes of the 
official narrative. With Sandy Hook, we saw multiple scenes of law enforcement chasing men into 
the surrounding forest, yet the official narrative declares the only shooter was Adam Lanza. In San 
Bernardino too, witnesses stated they saw three white athletic men, not the two brown-skinned 
husband-and-wife teams we were told did the shooting. 

Conflicting eyewitness accounts can destroy the official narrative no matter what the detail is. 
On 9/11, various fireman told us there were bombs in the building, contradicting the official story 
that planes alone took down the Twin Towers. With Sandy Hook, Gene Rosen’s testimony itself 
was full of holes and was contradicted by that of the school bus driver and the official report. 

The Las Vegas shooting with actual automatic fire being blamed on “bump stock” auto fire 
when the rate, cadence, and any physical evidence of “bump stock” use was totally absent. 

False Flag Formula #4: MSM Quickly Name and Demonize the Patsy 
Have you ever wondered how quickly the MSM (Mainstream Media) discovers the name of the 

patsy? They had somehow deduced that Osama bin Laden was responsible for 9/11 just hours after 
the attacks. Have you ever wondered why the Government is so good at telling us who supposedly 
executed these attacks right after they happen, with almost no time to investigate, yet can’t seem to 
manage to actually stop these alleged terror attacks? Without any evidence, the MSM endlessly 
repeated “bin Laden” like a crazy mantra after 9/11, despite the fact bin Laden himself denied 
involvement in the attacks and that in the end he was never formally charged by the FBI. Have you 
ever wondered why many of the patsies, or sorry, deranged mass shooters, are Muslim? That 
wouldn’t have anything to do with the fact that the Zionist Government and MSM are trying to 
paint all Muslims as crazy and scary, would it? Nothing like a good dose of “Islamophobia” to take 
your freedom away … 

False Flag Formula #5: Patsy Has No Military Training, Yet Shoots 
Extremely Fast and Accurately 

Another element of the false flag formula is the skilled and lethal patsy. According to the 
official narrative of false flag ops like Sandy Hook and Aurora, we are supposed to believe that 
skinny and non-muscular youths, without any discernible military training, were able to acquire 
expensive military gear (including armor, guns, ammunition and more), wear that gear without 
getting bogged down in speed, and shoot incredibly fast and accurately. In San Bernardino, we are 
supposed to believe that a young mother was strong and skilled enough to participate in killing 14 
and injuring 17 people while she was strapped up with body armor and holding heavy weaponry! In 
these cases, and more, the official story would have you believe that it’s no big deal or just a 
coincidence that the patsy can acquire all this high-end gear and use it so well. 

http://nodisinfo.com/lies-inconsistencies-aurora-theater-james/
http://thefreethoughtproject.com/media-refusing-cover-police-witness-accounts-3-white-male-shooters-san-bernardino/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G1zED8dy63w
http://freedom-articles.toolsforfreedom.com/sandy-hook-3rd-anniversary-hoodwinked/
http://freedom-articles.toolsforfreedom.com/islamophobia-in-alternative-media/
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False Flag Formula #6: Patsy Gets Killed, Drugged, or “Suicided” 
It is also part of the false flag formula to ensure that the “patsy,” who is earmarked before the 

event to take the fall, cannot speak out to rationally defend themselves. This is achieved in a number 
of ways. The simplest is to have the patsy kill himself or herself by committing “suicide”. Another 
favorite way is to take the patsy out in a thrilling high-speed chase, which has the added benefit of 
drawing clueless people in through the MSM and gushingly promoting the police state. Sometimes a 
patsy is killed in plain sight, just because it’s so important to suppress his testimony (e.g. Lee Oswald 
in the JFK assassination). A third way is to mind control and drug the patsy to such an extent that 
they become a zombie vegetable unable to articulate anything, as was the case with James Holmes. 

False Flag Formula #7: Shooter Leaves Manifesto 
In this day and age, writing a “manifesto” is a strange and anachronistic thing to do. Yet, for 

some strange reason, shooter’s manifestos seem to crop up an awful lot after mass shootings. 
Conveniently for the Controllers, these manifestos provide a perfect explanation for the official 
narrative and help fill in the missing (non-existent) motive for the attack – which probably pushes 
those on the fence over into believing the Government’s version of the event. While the manifesto 
is not an element in every false flag operation, it is present in enough of them to be regarded as part 
of the false flag formula. 

False Flag Formula #8: Evidence Gets Conveniently Destroyed 
Another element of the false flag formula is the deliberate destruction of evidence, so that the 

Controllers can cover their tracks. In 9/11, the scrap metal (in the smoldering ruins of the WTC 
towers) was immediately shipped off to China right from the start; with Sandy Hook, the entire 
school was demolished; in San Bernardino, the supposed landlord of the supposed shooters actually 
allowed MSM reporters into the suspects’ house to poke around and touch all their stuff, in 
complete disregard for what could be a possible crime scene! Could it get any more blatant? 

False Flag Formula #9: No Obvious Motive for the Mass Attack 
Have you ever wondered why there is no obvious motive in any of these mass shootings? 

Crimes are supposed to be solved on the merit of motive and opportunity, yet to hide the reality 
of a false flag op, the MSM just lies about the motive part, and chalks it up to a deranged shooter. 
Other times we are offered the flimsiest of motives, such as people going on an all-out rampage 
because they had a grievance with a co-worker. In San Bernardino, we were told the young mother, 
with a 1-year-old child, was aggressive and psychotic enough to help kill fourteen and injure 
seventeen people–at the risk of never seeing her child again! Meanwhile, the real purveyors of these 
operations profit immensely from the ensuing fear, yet somehow the majority of people don’t seem 
to see that motive … 

(I, Major Tom Baird retired, offer another element, a very evil and very sick element… Among 
certain elite circles there are known to be secret “snuff betting events” occurring among “attendees” 
and members (to be used later for blackmail and control.)) 

http://911research.wtc7.net/wtc/groundzero/cleanup.html
http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/sandy-hook-demolished-winterized
http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/sandy-hook-demolished-winterized
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/san-bernardino-shooters-home_5661d125e4b08e945fef418b
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False Flag Formula #10: Immediate Calls for Gun Control 
Gun control is obviously one of the key agendas behind all of these false flag mass shootings, 

since a disarmed population is far easier to exploit and manipulate than an armed one. It is an 
obvious aspect of the false flag formula. Sometimes gun control is even pushed in the immediate 
aftermath of the event when people are still in a highly emotional and suggestible state. Take a look 
at the behavior of Andy Parker, who we were told was the father of a victim killed in the Virginia 
mass shooting of 2015. Within hours of hearing the news of the death of his child, Parker had 
already contacted and talked with the Governor of Virginia, and then appeared on TV saying he 
would be devoting his entire life to gun control. In a similar fashion, Richard Martinez, the alleged 
father of a Santa Barbara mass-shooting victim, appeared on TV right after the death angrily 
pleading for more gun control. In both cases, the political agenda of gun control angrily dominated 
their reactions, rather than grief or other emotions. 

False Flag Formula #11: Fake “Victims” = Crisis Actors 
The above ten points are a useful outline of the false flag formula as it pertains to mass 

shootings with real victims, i.e. where real people die. However, ever since the surreal Sandy Hook 
event, which still contains many unanswered questions, we have entered the twilight zone of the 

false flag hoax. This is a term used to describe the false flag mass attacks where no one dies – where 
fake bodies, fake blood and fake victims are used instead. In this way, the entire operation is more 

The last five 
elements of the false 

flag formula all 
revolve around the 
false flag hoax with 

fake victims and 
crisis actors. One of 
Dees’ best images! 
Credit: David Dees 

http://freedom-articles.toolsforfreedom.com/sandy-hook-3rd-anniversary-hoodwinked/
http://freedom-articles.toolsforfreedom.com/sandy-hook-3rd-anniversary-hoodwinked/
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tightly controlled and less messy. A hallmark of the false flag hoax is that the authorities never 
produce a credible piece of evidence showing an actual dead body of a victim. 

The following five points relate to false flag hoaxes, and specifically to the people employed to 
pull them off – crisis actors. It is truly a testament to just how utterly fake our normal world is (the 
Matrix) that false flag ops have now descended to the level where we have to question whether the 
event even happened at all. There are organizations of crisis actors in the US (such as the IIF), and 
there is clear evidence crisis actors were used at Sandy Hook, Boston Marathon and many others. 
Government officials have been caught using the word “actor” to describe various players in these 
dramas; the MSM has even resorted to calling them actors too (it was one of the buzzwords of the 
recent San Bernardino mass shooting). 

False Flag Formula #12: “Victims” Get Killed Twice 
The surreal quality of the false flag hoax reached point of absurdity when it was discovered that 

one of the “victims” was reportedly killed twice! We were told that Noah Pozner was one of the 
victims of the Sandy Hook shooting, yet his picture was also among those killed in a Pakistan 
Taliban attack. Apparently, the recycling of fake victims is another part of the false flag formula. 

False Flag Formula #13: Families of “Victims” Have Elite or Acting 
Backgrounds 

Is it just a coincidence that the families of mass shooting “victims” have either elite or acting 
backgrounds? At the Sandy Hook event, local CEO of the Newtown bank John Trentacosta (whose 
house was next to the Lanzas and had a lot of unusual activity occurring there the day of Sandy 
Hook) was connected to the New York Federal Reserve (and thus the international banking elite). 
Francine Wheeler was formerly the personal assistant of former chief Democratic National 
Committee fundraiser Maureen White whose husband Steven Rattner is a Wall Street investment 
banker and member of the Rockefeller CFR (Council on Foreign Relations)! 

It was also noteworthy at Sandy Hook how acting showed up in the resumes of so many of the 
key players there. Gene Rosen, David and Francine Wheeler (both professional actors) and others all 

False flag formula: Noah Pozner was apparently killed twice. 

http://freedom-articles.toolsforfreedom.com/everything-is-fake-top-40-part-1/
http://www.iifdata.com/rpss-exercises/first-military-response-to-natural-disaster-al-2/
http://freedom-articles.toolsforfreedom.com/san-bernardino-mass-shooting-shooter-drill/
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had a background in acting. Father of Virginia mass shooting “victim” Andy Parker is an actor (and 
a politician too). This fact supports the idea that another element of the false flag formula is to 
watch for people with elite connections and acting backgrounds. 

 

False Flag Formula #14: Families of “Victims” Show Little to No 
Emotion, and Even Snigger and Laugh 

Luckily for truth seekers, the majority of crisis actors used in these false flag events are poor 
actors who are utterly unconvincing in the roles they play. The majority display little or no emotion 
after an alleged tragedy like losing a family member child to a random and violent mass shooting. It 
is true that humans do vary widely with emotional response and expression. However, with many of 
the crisis actors, judging by their reactions, it simply strains credibility too much to believe that they 
have just been through a harrowing and traumatic ordeal. Given the range of possible reaction to a 
tragedy like losing a loved one in a mass shooting, what are the chances that many of the “victims’” 
family members are so non-emotional, or so understanding, or so quick to forgive? 

It’s shameful enough that the crisis actors playing these roles are perpetrating a monumental 
deception on the public, tugging at the average person’s heartstrings solely to trick them. However, 
on top of that, these actors have the gall to actually laugh – to smile, snigger and giggle – while 
pulling off their atrocious stunts. The only conclusion to draw from this is that it must be funny to 
get a paid gig like this fooling millions of people … 

False Flag Formula #15: Families of “Victims” Receive Millions in 
Federal Payoffs 

In the United States, the land of the lawsuit, people are generally fast to initiate legal actions if 
they feel they have been wronged. It is highly strange, therefore, that none of the alleged parents of 
the Sandy Hook event sued any governmental entity to demand redress for their grievances. 
Additionally, many of the alleged parents received a total of millions in unsolicited federal payouts 
(check out the free houses they magically got on Christmas day 2009) – that’s right, unsolicited. The 
Federal Government just gave it over to them without asking! Ask yourself: is it more likely the 
Government would just do this out of the goodness of its heart, or that the money was more like a 
bribe/blackmail/payout all rolled into one, awarded to actors playing a part in a role and being 
sworn to silence? 

False flag formula giggles: laughing crisis actor Richard Martinez 
apparently thinks it’s pretty funny how his son was murdered. 

http://freedom-articles.toolsforfreedom.com/false-flags-funny-laughing-crisis-actors/
http://memoryholeblog.com/2014/06/17/obama-doj-in-7-1-million-sandy-hook-payout/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HRqLV4DiQRE
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Conclusion: Use the Fifteen Elements of the False Flag Formula to Be 
More Aware 

These are fifteen elements I noticed forming the false flag formula. There may well be more. 
Please let us know your thoughts in the comments below. Meanwhile, use the knowledge you have 
of the false flag formula to become more aware, wise and hip to the deception, so that the next time 
it unfolds (as it surely will), you will be among those that spot the fakery, rather than among those 
who are too scared, shell-shocked and gullible to do anything other than buy the official narrative. 

About the Author 
Makia Freeman is the editor of The Freedom Articles and senior researcher at 

ToolsForFreedom.com, writing on many aspects of truth and freedom, from exposing aspects of the 
global conspiracy to suggesting solutions for how humanity can create a new system of peace and 
abundance. 
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YouTube Videos: 
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HRqLV4DiQRE 
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q41nZpGTm74    
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKvkhe3rqtc  
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7-QDfq4opU   
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mxFRigYD3s  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HRqLV4DiQRE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q41nZpGTm74
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKvkhe3rqtc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7-QDfq4opU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mxFRigYD3s
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